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• Dator is a very practical, lightweight and easy-to-use application that enables you to convert dates from
the Gregorian calendar to the Islamic one and vice-versa. • Ideal for converting vacation plans, travel dates,
birth and wedding anniversaries. • The Gregorian calendar is based on the birth year of Jesus Christ. It was
introduced in A.D. 1582 by Pope Gregory XIII. • It recognizes two eras: B.C. (Before Christ) and A.D. (Anno
Domini). A year has 12 months with 28-31 days each, totaling 365-366 days. • The Islamic or Hijri lunar
calendar is based on the Hejira (migration of Muhammad from Mecca in A.D. 622). • It recognizes one era:
A.H. (Anno Hegirae). A year has 12 months with 29-30 days each, totaling 354-355 days. • Dator has a built-
in table of all months and names. This makes it possible to determine the starting and ending dates for all
Islamic months. • Dator is fully multilingual. This means it has Arabic, English, French, German, Spanish,
Italian, Portuguese and Dutch translations. • Dator has two modes of operation: Set/Calendar or Convert. •
The Gregorian calendar is based on the birth year of Jesus Christ. It was introduced in A.D. 1582 by Pope
Gregory XIII. • It recognizes two eras: B.C. (Before Christ) and A.D. (Anno Domini). A year has 12 months
with 28-31 days each, totaling 365-366 days. • The Islamic or Hijri lunar calendar is based on the Hejira
(migration of Muhammad from Mecca in A.D. 622). • It recognizes one era: A.H. (Anno Hegirae). A year has
12 months with 29-30 days each, totaling 354-355 days. • Dator has a built-in table of all months and
names. This makes it possible to determine the starting and ending dates for all Islamic months. • Dator is
fully multilingual. This means it has Arabic, English, French, German, Spanish, Italian, Portuguese and Dutch
translations. • Dator has two modes of operation: Set/Calendar or Convert. • Set: Dator enables you to
convert any
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- Add a calendar to your application with one single line of code and provide easy access to the functions
that you need. - Add a button to your app, so that a user could easily switch between the calendars. - Set
the app icon for which your app was requested. - Enable one-click action when a user selects a date. - Use
built-in resources. Dator is a lightweight and easy to use application that enables you to convert dates from
the Gregorian calendar to the Islamic one and vice-versa. Simply enter a date in one calendar to obtain the
equivalent date in the other calendar. The Gregorian calendar is based on the birth year of Jesus Christ. It
was introduced in A.D. 1582 by Pope Gregory XIII. It recognizes two eras: B.C. (Before Christ) and A.D. (Anno
Domini). A year has 12 months with 28-31 days each, totaling 365-366 days. The Islamic or Hijri lunar
calendar is based on the Hejira (migration of Muhammad from Mecca in A.D. 622). It recognizes one era:
A.H. (Anno Hegirae). A year has 12 months with 29-30 days each, totaling 354-355 days. Dator Description:
- Add a calendar to your application with one single line of code and provide easy access to the functions
that you need. - Add a button to your app, so that a user could easily switch between the calendars. - Set
the app icon for which your app was requested. - Enable one-click action when a user selects a date. - Use
built-in resources. Dator is a lightweight and easy to use application that enables you to convert dates from
the Gregorian calendar to the Islamic one and vice-versa. Simply enter a date in one calendar to obtain the
equivalent date in the other calendar. The Gregorian calendar is based on the birth year of Jesus Christ. It
was introduced in A.D. 1582 by Pope Gregory XIII. It recognizes two eras: B.C. (Before Christ) and A.D. (Anno
Domini). A year has 12 months with 28-31 days each, totaling 365-366 days. The Islamic or Hijri lunar
calendar is based on the Hejira (migration of Muhammad from Mecca in A.D. 622). It b7e8fdf5c8
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- Supports dates ranging from B.C. to A.D. 1582, counting the year of Jesus Christ's birth as B.C. - Supports
dates ranging from A.D. 1 to A.D. 600, counting the year of Jesus Christ's birth as A.D. 1. - Supports dates
ranging from A.H. 1 to A.H. 600, counting the year of Muhammad's migration as A.H. 1. - Supports Gregorian
and Islamic date types: full month name, month number, month abbreviation, full day name, full day
number, and full day abbreviation. - Supports both leap years and centuries of one digit and two digit years.
- Supports both comma and colon separators. - Supports both Roman and Arabic numbers. - Supports both
upper and lower case. - Supports date ranges specified by year, month, and day or by month, year, and
date. - Supports "bulk" file inputs. - Supports save/open feature. - Highlighting syntax. - You can either
choose to have the results displayed as a plain text file or output them to an HTML file or an MS Word
document. - Full Unicode support including support for Arabic, Persian, Hindi, Urdu, and Cyrillic languages. -
Works perfectly with "Custom Applications" and "Custom Functions" - Number formatting is based on
international decimal system (instead of the default English format). - Supports dynamic formatting by using
one of the predefined format codes. - FAST: Conversion can be finished in fractions of second. - SUPPORTED
PLATFORMS: Windows 7/Vista/Windows XP/2000 - LOCALIZATION SUPPORT: English, Spanish, Portuguese,
French, German, Russian, Polish, Arabic, Chinese, Japanese, Korean, Hindi, Urdu, and others. - SUPPORTED
FRAMEWORKS:.NET Framework 2.0 - LICENSE: GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE License File Uploader Details
1 Views Package Description Dator is a lightweight and easy to use application that enables you to convert
dates from the Gregorian calendar to the Islamic one and vice-versa. Simply enter a date in one calendar to
obtain the equivalent date in the other calendar. The Gregorian calendar is based on the birth year of Jesus
Christ. It was introduced in A.D. 1582 by Pope

What's New In Dator?

The software is designed to convert dates from the Gregorian to the Hijri calendar as well as vice-versa. It
supports multiple languages and allows entries of dates in either of them. As a result you have the option to
convert dates between these two calendars, either forward or backward as well as to select dates from the
two calendars. Input: You simply enter a date in the form "MM/DD/YYYY" or "MM/DD/YYYY hh:mm", with MM
representing the month and DD representing the day. As for the YYYY, the Arabic digits YY are represented
as the equivalent Hijri year. Output: The software automatically displays the result. The Gregorian calendar
is based on the birth year of Jesus Christ. It was introduced in A.D. 1582 by Pope Gregory XIII. It recognizes
two eras: B.C. (Before Christ) and A.D. (Anno Domini). A year has 12 months with 28-31 days each, totaling
365-366 days. The Islamic or Hijri lunar calendar is based on the Hejira (migration of Muhammad from
Mecca in A.D. 622). It recognizes one era: A.H. (Anno Hegirae). A year has 12 months with 29-30 days each,
totaling 354-355 days. FAQ 1. Q: Is this Gregorian to Hijri converter flexible? A: Yes. You can convert either a
date in the Gregorian calendar (forward or backward) or the Hijri calendar (forward or backward). 2. Q: How
should I enter dates in the Gregorian and Hijri calendars? A: You enter dates in the form of "MM/DD/YYYY" or
"MM/DD/YYYY hh:mm". As for the YYYY, the Arabic digits YY are represented as the equivalent Hijri year. 3.
Q: Is the Hijri calendar a lunar or solar calendar? A: The Hijri calendar is a lunation calendar. 4. Q: Is the
Gregorian calendar a solar or lunar calendar? A: The Gregorian calendar is a solar calendar. 5. Q: Can you
convert dates for future months? A: Yes, it is possible to convert dates for future months. To this purpose,
you simply need to adjust the year value for which the future
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: XP SP2 or higher CPU: 1.8 GHz Pentium or faster RAM: 256 MB Recommended: CPU: 2.0 GHz
Pentium or faster RAM: 512 MB Instructions: Extract to your hard drive. It’s recommended to install into a
dedicated folder
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